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e-Table: Definitions of Diabetic Retinopathy Outcomes in the MESA
For each eye, the maximum grade in any of the standard photographic fields was determined for each of the lesions and used in defining the “retinopathy
levels” according to the modified Airlie House Classification system as follows:
Retinopathy
levels

Collapsed
retinopathy levels

Retinopathy severity

10-13
14-20

10
20

31

31

41
51
60-64
65

41
51
60
65

70-80

70

No diabetic retinopathy (DR)
Retinal haemorrhage (H), hard exudate (HE), soft exudate (SE), intraretinal microvascular abnormalities (IRMA), or venous loop
without microaneurysms (MAs); or MAs only
MAs and one or more of the following: retinal H or MA < standard photograph 2A, HE, venous loops, questionable SE, IRMA or
venous beading
MAs and one or more of the following: SE, IRMA < standard photograph 8A
MAs and one or more of the following: venous beading, H or MA ³2A, IRMA ³8A
Fibrous proliferation with no other proliferative lesions, or laser scatter photocoagulation scars with retinopathy levels 31-51
Proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) less than DR Study high-risk characteristics (DRS-HRC). Lesions as follows: new vessels
elsewhere (NVE); new vessels on or within 1-disc diameter (NVD) of the disc graded less than SP 10A; or preretinal (PRH) or
vitreous hemorrhage (VH) less than 1-disc area (DA)
PDR ³ DRS-HRC. Lesions as follows: VH and/or PRH equaling or exceeding 1 DA; NVE equaling or exceeding one-half DA
with VH and/or PRH; NVD less than SP 10A with VH and/or PRH; and NVD equaling or exceeding SP 10A; total VH

Levels 14-31 = mild non-proliferative DR; levels 41-51 = moderate-severe non-proliferative DR; levels 60-80 = PDR
The diabetic retinopathy (DR) level for a participant at a given exam was derived by concatenating the collapsed retinopathy levels for the two eyes, giving the eye with the
higher-level greater weight. This scheme provided a 15-step scale (10/10, 20<20, 20/20, 31<31, 31/31, 41<41, 41/41, 51<51, 51/51, 60<60, 60/60, 65<65, 65/65, 70<70,
70/70). For purposes of classification, if the DR severity could not be graded in an eye, it was considered to have a score equivalent to that in the other eye. The cumulative
incidence of any DR was estimated from all persons who had no DR at exam 2 (severity level step 1,i.e. 10/10) and who participated in the follow-up examination and had
a severity at step 2 are higher (e.g. 20<20). For analysis of PDR steps 12 and above (60+) were grouped as one level. Incidence of PDR was estimated from all persons who
were free of this complication at exam 2 but had this level of severity at exam 5. For persons with no or only non-proliferative DR at exam 2 (step 9 or less), progression
was defined as an increase in the severity of DR by two steps or more at exam 5. Similarly, improvement in DR was defined for persons with levels 20/20 to 51/51 (severity
levels at 9 or under) at exam 2 who had a 2-step or more decrease in the severity of DR at exam 5.
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